AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Resume Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Ens Heinlein
:::::::doing Councilor Duties with patient ::::

Ltjg Ber
::At science station, downloading tricorder::

Ambassador Nonglus
::::: zzzzzz:::::

Captain Lewis
::on bridge::

Cmdr. Dresden
::has intercepted the Geneva on it's way towards Vulcan and has taken position at OPS::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::manning the FCO station::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: eta to Vulcan?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::in sickbay looking over Ambassador Nonglus's blood sample a second time::

Cmdr French
:: Pacing in the corridor, checking Sec Teams locations ::

Dr. Othis
::runing tests on rommie blood::

Lt. McDowell
::in Engineering reading these sensor shadow reports::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, ETA in 10 minutes.

Ltjg Ber
Cap: I have anylzed the tricorder readings from the Jeffreys tube

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  ::nods::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::on bridge with Captain Lewis observing::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares for standard orbital injection::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  Are you detecting anything different in the ambassador's blood than in the 1st sample?

Ens Heinlein
::::watches last patient of day depart and begins writing a record of todays session :::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: There was romulan DNA present in the tube.

Cmdr French
Ens. Chambers : Ens, you understand that you're not to leave your post until ordered by the CO, XO or myself .. de visu or via print out ?

Dr. Othis
Landt: its a few days older. but nothing much

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: You were saying something to me this morning about a Tachyon Emitter being found?

Captain Lewis
::looks at Ber::

Cmdr. Dresden
Captain: Sir, shall I open a channel to the Vulcan Consulat and inform them we are about to achieve orbit?

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: yes please do

Cmdr French
<Ens Chambers> French : Aye Sir .... Understood. 

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: yes, I detected it, but can't pinpoint origin

Cmdr. Dresden
Captain: aye sir...

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::pleased that we are nearing orbit::

Cmdr. Dresden
::opens up a hailing frequency:::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: Do you at least have a general area of where it is?

Captain Lewis
::looks over to Jaxom:: well, we're almost there'

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  When he first arrived here, he said that he wasn't feeling well.   Maybe it was just spacesickness.

Ens Heinlein
:::Finishes review of record and adding notes to the file :::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::listening intently to communications station::

Ambassador Nonglus
::::  zzzzz :::::

Cmdr French
Ens. Chambers : Alrighty then ...
 :: Walks away on his way to the bridge ...::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::nodding::  Yes, thank you Captain.  What an efficient crew you have, to have gotten us here so quickly.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notes the location of the eight merchant freighters orbiting Vulcan::

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: Living quarters between level 8 and 10

Captain Lewis
Jaxom: just low traffic   ::smiles::

Ens Heinlein
:::Strectches as he rises from the chair :::

Dr. Othis
Landt: Might be our air.

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::Romulanesque smile::

Cmdr. Dresden
Captain: I have informed the Vulcan consulate and they have transmitted orbiting coordinates...we are expected.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: prepare orbiting  manuevers

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: Any where close to the Romulan ambassador's quarters?

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: thank you 

Cmdr. Dresden
::transfers orbiting coordinates to the FCO::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: aye sir.

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: could be, they are on level 9, but nothing definate

Cmdr French
{#} Branto : Alright Lt, I'm on my way to the flight deck ... no one moves without specific orders .... you're on the line to see that order to be followed by the book.

Cmdr. Tucker
@ (On Vulcan)::Finishes packing remaining few bags::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Orbital coordinates already laid in, Captain.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:: ::nods::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::detects an anomaly in the romulan's blood sample::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: Thank you. I'll check it out. ::grabs tricorder and exits Engineering::

Ens Heinlein
::::Leaves office and wander to the area of the ambasssadors' suites :::

Ltjg Ber
::checks links on romulans::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::nods over at Cmdr. Dresden in acknowledgement::

Cmdr. Tucker
@::Finds communicator and pins it back on::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  Would you please check out this anomaly I've found in Ambassador Nonglus's blood?

Lt. McDowell
::walks down the hall a little bit, then takes a turn into a tight corridor::

Captain Lewis
Jaxom: I look forward the the pre talks

Cmdr French
<Branto> {#} French : Yes Sir .... all team leader awaiting specific orders from the CO, XO or youself before any movements, no orders via Intranet.

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Sir, we have been informed that Commander Tucker is on Vulcan and is prepared to take over as XO.

Cmdr. Dresden
::nods back to Mitchell::

Ltjg Ber
computer: Are you detecting romulan dna patterns in your link??

Ens Heinlein
::::Senses Ambassador Nonglus' presence behind the door :::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: ::smiles:; excellent

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
Lewis:  Yes, we are looking forward to them too.  These diplomatic talks are usually fascinating.  

Lt. McDowell
::at the end of the corridor, opens a hatch and enters the Jeffries Tube::

Ltjg Ber
<Computer>Ber: yes all within normal parameters

Captain Lewis
Jaxom: indeed

Cmdr French
:: Arrives on Flight Deck and walks over to TAC ::

Dr. Othis
Landt: i'll run a microcellular scan ::takes blood sample over to the Microcellular scan machine::

Ens Heinlein
:::Walks to quarters :::

Dr. Othis
Landt: the scan will take a few seconds

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
Lewis:  Many humans overlook the importance of such talks.  I'm pleased to see that you are unique.  ::smiling Romulanishly again::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::writes a report on the Romulan's blood sample::  That's fine.

Captain Lewis
Jaxom: ::returns smiles:: oh indeed, i find them most fascinating at times

Ltjg Ber
computer: can you verify the dna patterns are from the romulans aboard??

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Preparing for orbital insertion, on my mark.....

Lt. McDowell
::climbs up the ladder::

Captain Lewis
::nods to FCO::

Cmdr French
:: Displays internal tactical and strategic displays ..., checks secteam positions .... ::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::bored with the small talk and eager to get going::

Ltjg Ber
<Computer>Ber: negative, not enough data

Dr. Othis
Landt: i found nothing wrong. I'll run a more intesive scan. it should take about 30 minutes, Doc

Cmdr. Mitchell
::eases Geneva into standard orbit::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::smiling graciously at the Captain::

Ens Heinlein
:::enters  own Quarters for a quick shower :::

Cmdr. Tucker
@ {#}COM ::taps communicator:: Geneva: U.S.S. Geneva, this Cmdr. Tucker, ready to beam aboard.

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::thinking::  So pale and weak-looking, these humans.  Hmm...

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  Go ahead.  I'm going to run further tests on the blood.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::monitors the merchant ships and makes sure adequate distances are maintained between the ships::

Ltjg Ber
Computer: can you detect any foreign material on the romulans, example, starfleet technology?

Captain Lewis
::thinking , getting sick of looking at green::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::runs further tests  :)::

Cmdr. Tucker
@ ::wonders if they're in orbit yet::

Dr. Othis
Landt: while the scan is running, i think i'll go greet mr Tucker

Captain Lewis
::awaits Cmdr Tuckers arrival::

Ltjg Ber
<Computer> Ber: negative none at this time

Lt. McDowell
::crawls down the tube, to where he finds a beeping green device::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::makes orbital adjustment to secure geosynchronous orbit over the transport site::

Ltjg Ber
:;hmmmmm, somethings not right, hmmmmmmmm::

Ens Heinlein
::::finishes shower orders food :::

Cmdr. Dresden
French: Cdr. French...I have prepared a comp tablet for Cdr. Tucker.:;walks over to Tac::perhaps you would like to add some of the more pertinant Tactical data so he can quickly aclimate himself?::holds out Tac Pad to French::

Lt. McDowell
::starts touching the controls, but gets immediately shocked by a harsh pulse::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  give him a welcome for me would you?

Ltjg Ber
computer: run a level 3 diagnostic on your internal sensors, use isolinear backup to run diagnostic

Lt. McDowell
::touches it again, but this time starts reading it with a Tricorder::

Ambassador Nonglus
:::awakens from Snooze::::

Captain Lewis
Jaxom: shall we head to the TR and prepare to beam down?

Ens Heinlein
:::Feels the shock that McDowel has recieved :::

Ltjg Ber
<Computer>: level 3 diag. will take 15 minutes

Cmdr French
:: Takes out PADD ::
Dresden : Sure , will do .. Thanks Cmdr, request permission to go to the TR to test Cmdr Tucker while he'll board ...

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
Lewis:  ::nodding::  Yes, Captain.  Let's.

Ltjg Ber
Computer: well, go ahead

Ambassador Nonglus
::::  proceeds to table and puts some *items* in a bag and leaves quarters ::::::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::places the ship into autopilot mode, but maintains visual monitoring as the computer systems have been acting up::

Dr. Othis
{#}Lewis: Cap'n what TR is Cmd Tucker ariving at

Lt. McDowell
::takes readings, and then...:: {#}Ber: Nim!!! Shut down Primary Conduit 69-Alpha!!!

Ens Heinlein
:::tries to identify the source ::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::the tests finish faster than expected and there is something strange in the DNA...a tracking device maybe::

Captain Lewis
{#}<sec> please escort the ambassador to the TR to meet myself and Ambassodor jaxom

Ltjg Ber
::Primay Conduit 69 a, here shut down!::

Cmdr. Dresden
French: very well, ...perhaps you would be kind enough to give that to Cdr. Tucker on his arrival as well...after the F-test?

Cmdr. Tucker
@ ::stashes a spare PADD into his bag::

Cmdr French
{#} CO : Aye Sir ....

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: what TR is Tucker arriving in?

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: shur down, whats up??

Cmdr French
Dresden : Will be happy to Sir ...

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::rising and following Captain Lewis::

Lt. McDowell
::not in time...he starts crawling away, but a huge explosion sends a shockwave through the Primary Power Grid:

Captain Lewis
::heads to TL::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: # 3, sir.

Ltjg Ber
Computer: What the ........

Captain Lewis
::Nods::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::Andrea decides to run further tests to see if this is true::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: we have an explosion in 69a!!

Lt. McDowell
::falls down the tube, but catches himself::

Cmdr French
:: Heads toward the Amb's Quarters with a sec detachment ::

Ens Heinlein
::::notes Power fluctuation :::

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: RESPOND

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notes explosion aboard ship has disrupted the ID fields::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Sir, I would like permission to accompany you to the surface...unless you think I should be on the bridge to welcome Cdr. Tucker.

Lt. McDowell
::teetering with one hand:: {#}Ber: I'm here...One piece...

Ltjg Ber
Cap: Auxiliary just went down

Ambassador Nonglus
:::::  Follows Security Guards to the TR, knowing very well I could break their spines with ease ::::::

Captain Lewis
{#}McDowell; report

Dr. Othis
{#}Tucker: This is Doctor Othis, i'll see you in the Transporter teminal

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::the tests come out negative and Andrea continues her tests on the anomoly in his blood::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: Main power still engaged

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::overhearing reports to Captain Lewis, no expression on face::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: Nim, you might wanna watch the transporter. The feed to it just blew from this tachyon whatever it is.

Ltjg Ber
{#}MEDICAL: We have a problem in tube 69 a, I think MCDowell is ;in trouble

Cmdr. Tucker
@ {#}Othis: Doctor, excellent, tell your crewman to beam me aboard whenever you're ready.

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: Are you ok??

Lt. McDowell
::hears the comm:: {#}Ber: No Nim...I'm fine. Just practicing my rock-climbing skills. ::slight chuckle::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Lt. Ber:  I'll be right there.

Ltjg Ber
::sheesh::

Dr. Othis
{#}Tucker: Sorry Bobby, We got problems up here right now. standby

Captain Lewis
{#}Dresdan...handle the bridge until tucker arrives then meet me in TR2

Ltjg Ber
{#}Landt: hold on, he seems ok

Dr. Othis
::Heads For 69A::

Cmdr French
:: Arrives in TR with Amb. Nongus and the Sec Detchament ::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Ber:  Alright.

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: aye sir...I shan't be long.:)

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}CO&Dresden: Capt/Dmdr.  there has been an explosion aboard and the Inertial Dampener fields are being disrupted.

Captain Lewis
{#} Status Mitchell

Cmdr French
:: Motion the SD to take their position ::

Ltjg Ber
{#}Transporter Room}: Mcdowell says there is trouble with the transporters, hold off using them for now

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::looks at test results and sees a fluctuation in the ambassador's blood cells::

Lt. McDowell
::climbs back up the ladder, to find a lovely mess of spewing coolant, and sparks::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Engineering:  Ship's status, report

Cmdr French
:: remains at the Amb. Nongus' side ::

Cmdr. Dresden
::Takes ops seat::rerouting power and intertial dampeners...trying tostabalize...

Cmdr. Tucker
@ {#}Othis ::perks up:: :Doctor, what's going on?
Captain Lewis
with Roms ready to beam down

Lt. McDowell
{#}Mitchell: Main Power's still there Commander, but just having to be rerouted through the auxiliary power grid. Transporters might be affected.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Engineering: We're losing the ID fields in the 69 conduit areas

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::preparing to beam down::

Ambassador Nonglus
::nods to Security::::  So um, you taking me to the TR or am I leading you  around?

Dr. Othis
{#}Tucker: I don't know, Something about McDowell

Dr. Othis
and an explosion

Ltjg Ber
{#}Cap: the transporters are off line, checking

Captain Lewis
<TR> initilize 

Captain Lewis
::sighs::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}CO: Sir, transporters are off line.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} McDowell: You've got the problem under control?

Ens Heinlein
:::Finishes meal :::

Captain Lewis
{#} got it

Cmdr French
Amb. Nonglus : Actually Sir .... we're about there now ... if you please ...
:: Motion the Amb. to enter the TR ::

Ltjg Ber
::whew::

Lt. McDowell
<big boom>


AGM
there was an explosion in section 69a that knocked the Auxiliary Power Grid offline.


Captain Lewis
::heading to TR with Jaxom::

Ltjg Ber
::checking TR backups::

Ambassador Nonglus
:::quickly makes a right hand turn in to the TR :::::

Cmdr French
:: Doors slides to allow Nonglus, French and the SD to enter the TR ::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::following Captain Lewis towards transporter room::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} CO: Captain, Engineering reports the situation is under control, but ID fields are minimal.

Ltjg Ber
computer: is TR backups ok?

Lt. McDowell
::crawls into the mess, and creates an ODN uplink::

Captain Lewis
::sees Frendch, nods::

Dr. Othis
::Going to the TR to Meet His old Freind Bobby Tucker::

Cmdr. Dresden
:;rerouting power to secondary feeds::

Ens Heinlein
:::Leaves Quarters to the turbolift ::

Captain Lewis
{#} Mitchell: good keep me informed

Ltjg Ber
<Computer> Ber: working within normal parameters

Ltjg Ber
::yeah , but can I trust you::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}CO:  I advise that we should not leave orbit until those fields are fully restored.

Cmdr French
:: Nods back to CO while dispatching the SD in positions ... checking weapons and uniforms ::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Eng: what was the cause of the power loss and how did it happen?

Captain Lewis
{#} we'll be here a bit Mitchell...

Lt. McDowell
{#}Dresden: Two words Commander: Big Boom.

Captain Lewis
::looks around::

Captain Lewis
::steps up to pad::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}CO: Acknowledged, Mitchell out.

Ens Heinlein
:::Enters turbolift :: Turbolift : Bridge 

Captain Lewis
::Nods to tech::

Ltjg Ber
<Computer> level 3 complete, all within normal parameters

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::stepping onto pad next to Captain Lewis::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Dresden: Nim and I located a small tachyon emitter connected to the main power grid.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::runs more tests on the fluctuations in the blood::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}McDowell:  What caused the explosion, Lt.?

Ltjg Ber
::maybe i should cause a problem and see what happens::

Captain Lewis
::prepares to beam down::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::begins running level 5 diagnostic on the ID field grids and generators::

Cmdr French
:: Steps up to pad, taking positions near the CO's side, two more SD steps too ::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Dresden: I tried to access it for scanning, but it created a fracture in the conduit, with started the explosion.

Lt. McDowell
::reads more scans:: Oh...

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::thinking::  I hope these Federation transporter techs know what they're doing...

Captain Lewis
::looks to see everyone is ready::

Ens Heinlein
:::enters the busy Bridge area ::::

Ltjg Ber
::maybe we should melt a romulan or two::

Captain Lewis
Tech: beam us down ens

Captain Lewis
{beam}

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::the tests conclude that the blood is able to mutate::

AGM
{transporter}

Lt. McDowell
{#}Dresden: New info sir...Scans show that the installation of the emitter was an act of sabotage. And the device was Romulan.

Ltjg Ber
::listening to McDowells report::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}McDowell: Lt., were you able to determine what the origin of the Tachion emitter was?  Was it of Federation design?

Ens Heinlein
:::Walks  to the science station :::

Ambassador Nonglus
:::arrives on Vulcan:::::

Captain Lewis
@::beams down::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::dematerializing and looking around::


Cmdr French
@:: SD takes a diamond shape position around the group, scanning around for possible threats ::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#} Mcdowell: Thank you...how long to repair the damage?

Captain Lewis
@::arrives  in meeting area::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Captain:  Sir, The ambassador's blood seems to be able to mutate...I don't think he's who he says he is.

Ens Heinlein
Ber : Hi what is going on that has you so worried ?

Ambassador Nonglus
@::::  Gawks around a bit::::  What a desolate place this is....

Captain Lewis
@:;walks away fromt he group::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Dresden: Gimme a few minutes sir...I'm still picking up the pieces down here.

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::nodding at several associates and mingling::

Captain Lewis
@{#}repeat please

Cmdr French
@:: Overhears Landt ::

Ltjg Ber
Heinlein: someone is tampering with the ship, i can feel it, and now my suspiions were just confirmed

Ambassador Nonglus
@ Vulcans....  ::::rolls eyes::::  They're going to die because of their own stupidity....  ::::: Evil Grin :::::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Mcdowell: Keep me informed , please...Ops out.

Ens Heinlein
Ber : the Rommies ?

Captain Lewis
@::looks around at group::

Ltjg Ber
Heiny: looks that way

Ambassador Nonglus
::::  Slowly moves away from Group undetected :::::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::looks down at Vulcan and thinks how much it reminds him of Mars, only a helluva lot warmer::

Lt. McDowell
::sigh:: Pushy pushy...Too bad no one else is an Engineer. Then they'll learn the virtue of patience.

Cmdr French
@CO : Location appears to be safe sir ..
:: Motion SD Guards to take steps back ... ::

Dr. Othis
::In The TR

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Capt:  Ambassador Nonglus's blood seems able to mutate... I dont' think he is who he says he is.

Captain Lewis
@::nods to French::

Captain Lewis
@::motions French over::

Lt. McDowell
::puts hand into the conduit, feeling the vibrating thrum of the microwave power::

Ens Heinlein
Ber: I just came to tell you that as of about an hour ago Nonglus was safely asleep

Cmdr. Tucker
@{#}TR3: I'm ready to transport, energize at will.

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Security: prepare another security team to leave for the surface.  I suspect the Captain is going to be in trouble.

Ltjg Ber
heinlein: I am very suspicious of this computer too

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::walking up to punch bowl and placing powder in it and walking away::

Captain Lewis
{#}Landt: understood...

Cmdr French
:: Nods to 2 SD to gets near Nonglus ::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::walking over to Captain Lewis::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@Captain Lewis?

Cmdr French
@:: Approaches CO ::

Captain Lewis
@Jaxom?

Lt. McDowell
::looks around for a piece of Opti-Cable::

Ens Heinlein
Ber : have you tried a level five dianostic of it yet ?

Captain Lewis
@Jaxom: one moment please

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@Captain, I don't feel very well.  I must return to your ship, I'm afraid.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::runs further tests on the blood to see what Ambassador Nonglus really is::

Dr. Othis
{#}Bridge: Permission ro beam Mr. Tucker onboard

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::looking uncomfortable and rubbing chest::

Ambassador Nonglus
:::::  Pushes way through crowd losing the two security guards in the shuffle:::::  ::::: runs off to main Hall::::::

Ltjg Ber
Heinlein: I was going to back up computer and test main computer

Captain Lewis
@Jaxom: i believe they have services here for you

Cmdr. Dresden
{#} sick bay: what is the results of the further tests you have performed on Ambassador Nonglus?

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::grabbing onto Captain Lewis and collapsing::

Ambassador Nonglus
:::::  Tosses Communicator so the Federation ship can not beam me up ::::::

Captain Lewis
@::walks over to French:: Frensch: doc reports that Nonglus blood is wrong

Ltjg Ber
but it takes a bit of engineering

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::clutching chest::

Captain Lewis
@::falls down with Jaxom::

Ens Heinlein
Ber : what if you split the lobes to Tell me three times and do a detail test on the other two ?

Captain Lewis
@::yells: MEDIC!

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::moaning incoherently::

Lt. McDowell
::places the cable back in place, making some fusion connections where the thing was cut::

Cmdr French
CO : Nonglus has ran away ...

:: Tkes a step and grabs CO in his arms ::

Captain Lewis
@Jaxom: what is it?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#} Cmdr Dresden:  It is able to adapt to whatever it encounters.

Captain Lewis
@::looks around for help::

Captain Lewis
French: FIND HIM!   

Dr. Othis
TRChief: Energize {Transporter}

Captain Lewis
French: he is not Romulan

Ltjg Ber
heinlein: thats in progress, but main computer seems to be over-riding the diagnostic

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@Captinnnnn......Leewssssshhhh.......::incoherent::

Cmdr French
:: Taps COM Badge ::

{#} Bridge  Med emergency here ... Jaxon is not feeling up to the beat

Captain Lewis
@::looks down at Jaxom::

Cmdr. Dresden
McDowell: Can you get a lock on the away team?

Ambassador Nonglus
::::::  Scuttles into the Main hall undetected ::::::::::

Cmdr French
CO : Request permission to send 3 guards after Nonglus Sir ...

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::vomiting on Captain Lewis' boots::

Captain Lewis
French: make it so

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Capt:  Ambassador Nonglus may be a founder!

Cmdr French
CO : Aye ...

Captain Lewis
@::looks disgusted at boot::

Cmdr French
:: Turns toward the SD guards ::

Ambassador Nonglus
:::Reaches into Bag and retrieves a device so small in size it is undetectable by Tricorders or other means and Places it under a plant ::::::

Cmdr. Tucker
@ ::waiting around:: {#}Othis: (while trying to fan himself) It's really quite Hot down here, think we could speed it up a bit?

Ens Heinlein
Ber : taps a few Pascal code into the console  might this work ?

Lt. McDowell
::places another piece back where it was, sealing the fracture in the conduit::

Cmdr French
Chambers : Take the lead , take Wayne, Jill with you and bring me back that scoundrel

Ltjg Ber
XO: request permission to shut down main computer and initialize back up

Captain Lewis
::sees medics coming::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::placing very small device on Captain Lewis' boot::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Captain: what is your situation...?

Cmdr. Dresden
BER: go ahead,...quickly.

Dr. Othis
Tucker: ::Salutes:: Welcome aboard, Sir!

Ltjg Ber
Computer: shut down

Ambassador Nonglus
:::::  Turns into plant as people start to come into the room:::::  ::::  Hears secret communicator go off and is beamed aboard a Transport :::::::::

Captain Lewis
{#}Dresdan: Noglus has disapeared, security teams on it and ambassoador Jaxom seems to have taken seriously ill

Lt. McDowell
::presses a pad, and reinitializes the conduit::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::clutching at chest and vomiting again on Captain Lewis' boots::

Cmdr French
@:: Grabs Jaxon' shoulders and help him up ::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Security:  Ambassador Nonglus may be a Founder!

Cmdr. Tucker
::returns the saulte:: Othis: Thank you Doctor, it's good to be back.

Ltjg Ber
aux computer: online :panel 6delta at

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::vomiting on Commander French::

Captain Lewis
@::grimaces::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::vomiting indiscriminately::

Ambassador Nonglus
:::::  Transport Warps away at Warp 9.7 to the Wormhole:::::: {warp}

Cmdr French
@{#} Landt : Thnaks Doc ... we have already 3 guards onto him

Captain Lewis
@::walks over to table and grabs some towels::

Ltjg Ber
Aux Computer: Run diagnostic on logic circuits

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Sir, I think the away team should immediately come back aboard...I will instruct sickbay that we have a medical emergency.

Cmdr French
@ :: Uggghhhhhuuuuu ::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::goes back to the tests::

Ltjg Ber
Aux: Main computer core

Dr. Othis
Tucker: could i see you right arm for a blood test

Lt. McDowell
{#}Dresden: Sir, Main Power's back online. Transporters have locks and warp power available.

Captain Lewis
@::begins to walk back over to Jaxom and French::

Cmdr. Tucker
Othis: If the captain didn't have anything special in mind, I'll swing by my quarters and then head to the bridge.

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::feeling better::

Cmdr French
@:: Turns Jaxon for his mouth to face empty space.... ::

Ens Heinlein
:::Watches results of Ber's tests with interest ::

Ltjg Ber
<Aux Computer> Ber: working

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@Thank you, Commander French, I feel much better now.

Cmdr. Tucker
Othis: Of course

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notes the rapid departure of the freighter and logs course and speed for future reference::

Cmdr. Tucker
::holds out arm::

Captain Lewis
@::hands Jaxom a napkin::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::adjusting tunic and smiling Romulanishly::

Lt. McDowell
::packs up and heads for the Bridge::

Cmdr French
@Jaxon : Yes .... well ... I sure hope so ... ambassaodr

Ambassador Nonglus
::  Heh heh Stupid Federation always so slow in catching their man ::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::using napkin::  Thank you Captain.

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Mcdowell: Thank you.

Captain Lewis
@::nods::

Cmdr French
@:: Notices something glitching on Lewis' boots ::

Cmdr. Tucker
Othis: Done yet?

Captain Lewis
@::bends down and begins wiping off boot::

Captain Lewis
@::napkin catches something::

Dr. Othis
::Gives Tucker the test:: ::stares at the Blood:: Tucker: It never gets any less suspenceful. You're Cleans Commander

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@Lewis/French:  Well, then.....shall we get back to the festivities?  I hear the punch is VERY good.

Ltjg Ber
<aux computer> Ber: there is a holographic imager within core memory transfering irregular sinewaves

Captain Lewis
@Jaxom: go ahead, I'll be right along

Ltjg Ber
aux: what does that mean?

Cmdr. Tucker
Othis: I feel much better, Thanks for the welcome aboard.

Lt. McDowell
::enters Bridge, with a few scratches on his face::

Cmdr French
@ :: Motion the CO to give him the napkins she just used ::

Cmdr. Tucker
::heads towards quarters::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Engineering:  Can you give me an update on the status of the ID field generators, we may need to leave orbit in a hurry.

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::nodding and proceeding toward the buffet table and grinning to self::

Cmdr. Dresden
Mitchell: have you tracked that transport speeding away?

Ens Heinlein
Ber : Cdr Dresden might need to know of this 

Ltjg Ber
<Aux Computer: Ber: false information is being fed into core memory

Captain Lewis
@::looksat french:: don't worry i'll take it over tthere


Cmdr. Tucker
::Drops bag off and goes back down hall::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Othis:  The Founder's test may no longer work...Ambassador Nonglus has been found out to be a possible Founder/

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::thinking::  Those Federation fools think they are so clever taking the napkin from me.....::smiling::

Lt. McDowell
	Mitchell: Hold on Sir. I'm reinitializing things one-by-one.
Ltjg Ber
Aux Computer: what kind of "false memory"

Cmdr. Tucker
TL: Bridge

Cmdr. Mitchell
Dresden: Yes, sir, I thought it might be a ggod idea, seeing as they left so fast.

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Co: sir, we have a priority one call coming in for you...shall I have it relayed?

Cmdr French
@CO : Sir ... request permission to remains close to you.

Lt. McDowell
::bends over FCO console, and presses a few things::

Cmdr. Dresden
Mitchell: Good thinking.

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan: go ahead 

Ltjg Ber
heinlein: have the XO head over this way , please

Cmdr. Tucker
::gets out at bridge::

Captain Lewis
@::smiles at french:: if you insist 

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}CO: coming through now sir...

Lt. McDowell
::turns around:: Ah Commander...welcome aboard.

Ens Heinlein
Cdr Tucker , Cdr Dresden : come here please 

Cmdr French
@:: Sternly:: CO : I do ...

Cmdr. Mitchell
::begins plotting a course to follow the freighter::

Lt. McDowell
::starts up his way, but enters the Science Section, pressing more buttons putting online more things::

Captain Lewis
@::waiting::

Ltjg Ber
<aux Computer> Ber: none at the moment, a device is needed to trigger the effect

Cmdr. Tucker
Mcdowell: Well thank you Lt, good to be back on 'her.

AGM
<Crenshaw> {#} Lewis:  This is Vice-Admiral Crenshaw.  The Dominion has been detected entering Federation space.

Cmdr. Dresden
::turns to hienlein:;what is it Lt.

Captain Lewis
{#} Admiral: orders sir?

Cmdr French
@{#} Bridge<w> : Check out for any emission radiating from our present location .... all bands, all wavelenght

Ens Heinlein
Dresden : We have found something in the computer core 


Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::mingling and staying away from the punch::

AGM
<Crenshaw> {#} Lewis:  You are to take the Geneva to patrol the Romulan Neutral Zone, just in case they decide to interfere.  Crenshaw out.

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: go down to computer core and search for a holographic imager distubing core memory

Cmdr. Tucker
::finds the captains chair and sit's down::


Cmdr. Dresden
{#}French: one moment, please...we have a situation...

Lt. McDowell
::right behind Ber:: Ber: OK, but I won't be blamed if another thing goes down.

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::hanging on the periphery and eavesdropping on Captain Lewis' communications::

Cmdr French
@{#} Dresedn : Acknowleged

Captain Lewis
::looks at french::  call in your men we need to return to the ship

Ltjg Ber
{#} McDowell: acknowledged

Cmdr. Dresden
Heinlein:  What is in the Comp. Core?::gets up and heads towards heinleins station.

Ltjg Ber
Aux Computer: what kind of device would be needed to active imager?

Lt. McDowell
Dresden/Tucker: Oh BTW, the ID fields are back to 79%

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan: we will be returning to the ship.

Cmdr French
COL: Aye Sie 

:: Recalls SDG ... and scans the surrounding.. one last time ::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::looks over to Cmdr. Tucker::  Tucker:  Welcome back to the ship, Sir, just in time for all hell to break out again?

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::adjusting dial on belt to enable recording on planted device::

Ens Heinlein
Dresden : Ber and the Aux Computer found a holographic imaging device at its center

Cmdr French
:: Tricorder beeps ::

Lt. McDowell
::exits, and heads for the core:

Captain Lewis
@:;walks over to guests:::

Lt. McDowell
::enters core::

Cmdr. Dresden
Heinlein: will it interfere with the ships functions?

Ens Heinlein
Dresden : He sent McDowel to go in search of it 

Ltjg Ber
<aux Computer> Ber:  tachyon emiter properites

Cmdr French
@{#} Dresden : Sir ... this is an emergency .. I pick up a power source ... 30 meters east form our present location .. power level increasing rapidly ... please confirm .

Captain Lewis
@My apologies for not being able to stay.....an emergency has come up and i must return to my ship

Cmdr. Dresden
Heinlein: keep us appraised.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notes rising numbers for the ID fields::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell:  My favorite ::smiles::  What's the latest status report?

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::turning down volume on planted device as Captain Lewis walks::

Ens Heinlein
Dresden : remember GIGO ? It is feeding false data to the computer 

Cmdr. Mitchell
Tucker: Well, it

Cmdr. Dresden
{#} Co: we are prepared to bring you back at your cammnad...all away personell.

Cmdr French
@CO : Sir ... would you miond stepping that way ... 

:: Motion the co to pass behind the SGD .. ::

Captain Lewis
@{#}Geneva- prepare to bring us back

Ltjg Ber
{#} McDowell: how we doing down there?

Lt. McDowell
::enters core, and immediately finds the device, a huge pulsing mass of processing power::

Captain Lewis
@::looks at french:: what is it?

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::noticing Captain Lewis and Commander French assembling together::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: Just found it. Watch the 'puter for any other things that I might throw offline.

Cmdr French
@ :: Scans reading still powering up ::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Co: aye sir, on your command.

Cmdr. Mitchell
Tucker: is a long story, but I think we've got a wanna-be Romulan trying to stir things up down on the planet.

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: acknowledged

Captain Lewis
@French: we ready to get back?

Lt. McDowell
::pokes around at the mass, and finds a panel::

Cmdr French
@CO :SIr ..... I have something weird here ..... some device of soe sort ... high powerratio output ....

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan: one moment please

Lt. McDowell
Hope this goes better than last time... ::attaches probe from Tricorder to the panel::

Ltjg Ber
Aux Computer: engage redundant core back up and relay to panel 5 button 7

Captain Lewis
@::looks at French:: 

Ens Heinlein
Dreden : McDowell id currently trying to disable the device ... he may shut down other systems inadvertanly

Cmdr French
@CO : If we have to go ... ok ... but I'd like a total check of all AT personnel once we're back ... even before leaving the TR

Captain Lewis
@:french: what is it?

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Well, won't be the first, who do we have on the planet from the Geneva?

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::looking over at Commander French in alarm::

Captain Lewis
@French: alright ...

Cmdr. Mitchell
Tucker: There was a rapid transporter signal to that freighter just before it woarped out at 9.7.

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::ripping out ear plug and tossing into nearby potted plant::

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan:  we're ready to beam up now

Cmdr French
@{#} Dresden : Please have 2 sec teams in TR with electronic detection devices gears ...

Cmdr. Dresden
Cmdr. Tucker: Sir, I apologise for the hairied welcome.

Lt. McDowell
::probe beeps comfortingly...and starts its work::

Cmdr. Mitchell
Tucker: I put a tag on the frieghter, just in case.

Captain Lewis
@::prepares to beam out::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::walking nonchalantly over to the open bar::

Cmdr French
@:: Notices Jaxon moves ... without seeing exactly what he did ::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#} CO: aye sir::TR activates transporters::

Lt. McDowell
<Probe> ::beep...beep...beep...ching::

Ltjg Ber
{#} McDowell: anything to report??

Ens Heinlein
::::Waits for results of McDowells efforts ::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell:: OK, could be a friend of our romulan.

Lt. McDowell
::core goes down for about 30 seconds, then restarts::

Cmdr French
@{#} Dresden : Got my last request ?

Ltjg Ber
::ten fingers, eleven buttons to press, hmmmmmmm::

Ltjg Ber
heinlein: hit that button for me please

Lt. McDowell
::looks around:: {#}Ber: Uhh...Check the core now Nim.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Mcdowell: What's the ship's status?

Ltjg Ber
::points::

Cmdr. Dresden
CDR. Tucker: Sir, once the captain is safely aboard, I'll turn over the XO command to you.

Ens Heinlein
Ber Sure tell me when 

Ltjg Ber
now

Captain Lewis
@::waits for beam out::

Cmdr. Mitchell
Tucker: The Captain. Cmdr. French and the Romulan Ambassadors are all down on the planet.

Ens Heinlein
:::Hits button :::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::mingling with associates::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#} French: no...please repeat.

Ltjg Ber
{beam8}

Cmdr French
@{#} Dresden : Please have 2 sec teams in TR with electronic detection devices gears ...


Ltjg Ber
::anyway, computer core lites green::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#} French: their on their way::sends out the security personnel requested::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: Nim? Is it offline?

Cmdr. Mitchell
Tucker: I think Cmdr. Dresden can fill you in on the rest.

Ens Heinlein
Ber: it ok now ??

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: ::nods:: A voice command should convince the computer.

AGM
Action:  There is a HUGE explosion in the meeting area.  Several walls are destroyed, bringing down pieces of the ceiling.  French and Lewis are both shaken.

Ltjg Ber
{#} McDowell,: getting green,

Captain Lewis
@::shakes::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::planting listening device on the Tellarite ambassador::

Captain Lewis
@::grabs on to French::


Ltjg Ber
XO: reading large distubance from the planet!!!

Captain Lewis
@::what the hell?::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::falling onto floor::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::debris in hair::

Ltjg Ber
XO: We have an explosion down below

Cmdr French
:: Grabs CO ::

@{#}Dresden : Emergency beamout NOW !!!

Cmdr. Dresden
Ger: do you have a lock on the AT?  If yes, beam them aboard Now.

Lt. McDowell
::disconnects the device, and heads for the Bridge::

Ltjg Ber
::of course::

Cmdr. Tucker
Bridgecrew: What the hell? Get our people out of there!

Ltjg Ber
{transporter}

Captain Lewis
@::looks around::

Ltjg Ber
XO: beamed to medical , sir

Captain Lewis
::arrives on ship::

Cmdr French
<Elec Warfare Off > AT Personnel : Please wait while you're screened for implemented devices

Captain Lewis
{#}Tucker - Report!

Cmdr. Dresden
Ber: excellent.  Is there any fatalities?

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Doctor: Doctor, prepare for causilities.

Lt. McDowell
::enters Bridge, and hands Nim the device:: Here...This should give you something to do on your offtime.


Cmdr. Mitchell
::suspects the Geneva will be warping out shortly and plots outbound course to catch the freighter::

Cmdr French
:: EWO Starts to check the AT ::

Captain Lewis
::looks at sec team: yes yes but hurry please

Dr. Othis
::in sickbay, Preparing for injuries::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#} Cmdr. Tucker:  Aye sir.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Lewis: Captain, we registered an explosion from your location.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::prepares for casualties with Othis::

Cmdr French
<find sthg or not / <g> >

Ltjg Ber
XO: there are lifeless forms on the planet

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::bleeding profusely under the shrimp table::

Captain Lewis
{#}Tucker -we are on board now...yes there was some sort of explosion

Ambassador Nonglus
::::  Freighter is now several hours ahead of the Geneva ::::::::

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: Sir, we have a message from Vulcan.  several diplomats killed...dozens injured.


Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::blood mixed with cocktail sauce all over tunic::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Lewis: We're locking on to our people and the injured for medical treatment.

Ltjg Ber
McDowell: what do you make of this thing?

Ens Heinlein
::::waits for orders to be given to prepare an away team to render assistance :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: See if we can assist with med personell

Lt. McDowell
::runs a scan over it:: Ber: To be serious Nim...nothing. Except a few parts that LOOK a little Dominion-like.

Cmdr French
<EWO> French : You're cleared of any non Starfleet issued elec. devices ...

Ltjg Ber
XO: detecting the romoulan amb. on the planet, should we beam him aboard??

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: aye sir, relaying messaage and our offer.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notes the arrival of numerous other freighters around Vulcan::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
@::thinking::  I need to consider an alternate career path...

Ltjg Ber
::ok, let em rot::

Cmdr French
CO : Sir .... You're free to get around Sir .... I will remain here in case the brdige beams up Amb. Jaxon 

Captain Lewis
French:: aye...

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Get him up here and send him to sickbay

Captain Lewis
::heads to the TL::

Ltjg Ber
Yes sir

Ltjg Ber
::locks on to the ambasador::

Captain Lewis
::heads for bridge::

Ltjg Ber
{transporter}

Captain Lewis
::enters bridge::

Captain Lewis
XO: report

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::dematerializing in Sick Bay::

Ltjg Ber
XO: the amb is in medical

Lt. McDowell
::hands the captain a ship's status PADD::

Cmdr French
:: Looks around and motion the EWO and his team to screen Jaxon ::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::looking up relieved and passing out::

Captain Lewis
::takes PADD::

Captain Lewis
Micthcell: layin a course for the RNZ

Ltjg Ber
McDowell: why don't you show that to the Captain?

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: Sir, I have coordinated with sickbay personnel...they have a med team being prepared to go to the surface.  The Vulcans say they graciously accept our offer of assistance.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Landt: Doctor, where is your position?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::attends to ambassador Jaxom while Othis takes care of the other ambasadors::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Course laid in

Lt. McDowell
Ber: Ah...show-and-tell. Good idea.

Ltjg Ber
go for it

Lt. McDowell
::picks up the device, and walks down to the Captain::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Tucker:  I'm in sickbay attending to ambassador Jaxom.

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Excellent, good work.  Any reason as to the cause of the explosion?

Dr. Othis
::working in sickbay on the injured ambasador::

Captain Lewis
Tucker:  report?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::realizes that that is just where the freighter had been heading::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::bleeding on Dr. Landt's boots::

Cmdr French
<EWO> Landt : Doc Please .. I have to screen him first ... I know you'd like to attend him right away ... but we must think of the ship's safety first

Ltjg Ber
XO: we have beamed up all injured parties

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::closes the external wounds of ambassador Jaxom::

Lt. McDowell
CO: Sir, we found the cause of the sensor problems.

Ltjg Ber
XO: what do you want me to do with the dead ones?

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Landt: Allright, can you send Dr. Othis to the surface?

Captain Lewis
McDowell: yes? and have all necessary repairs been made?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Othis:  Please go to the surface to help cmdr, tucker.

Ens Heinlein
::: notes the Ber is in a much better mood :::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::moaning and speaking incoherently::

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: the investigation has not begun yet.  However, the Vulcans speculate that an explosive device was set when Amb. Nonglus made his break.

Cmdr French
::EWO Screens Jaxom ::

Ltjg Ber
Aux computer: switch back to main core computer

Dr. Othis
LAndt: Aye Sir

Lt. McDowell
Lewis: Mostly. This was it. ::shows her the holographic device:: a holo-emitter that was planting images into the computer.

Dr. Othis
::Heads to the TR::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Jaxom:  Please lie down.  ::gently lies him down::

Captain Lewis
::shakes head::

Cmdr French
:: Overhears Jaxom mumbling and enables recording ... just in case ::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::oof::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  We can pursue Captain, but starts and stops will take a little extra coordination until the ID fields are up to 100%

Ltjg Ber
Computer: runa level 5 diagnostic on all computer systems

Lt. McDowell
CO: This thing contains Dominion-type components, and was being fed by a Romulan tachyon emitter connected to our main power grid.


Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::ies to stop the internal bleeding...but is not working well::

Cmdr French
Landt : Doc ... please let my EWO screen him first ... I need to be sure there's no device of any kind ....

Lt. McDowell
CO: As for the ID fields, the tachyon emitter created a "small problem" when I tried to disable it.

Captain Lewis
hmm:  

Dr. Othis
::in TR:: Tucker: Ready To beam Down sir

Lt. McDowell
	CO: In any case, my scans showed deliberate sabotage.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::the ambassador has massive cranial damage...uses a cordical stimulator::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Allright, I want to know what happend down there, assemble a team and find some answers.

Captain Lewis
{#} TR - please let me know when the med team is safely away

Cmdr. Mitchell
::reinitializes the navigational sensors::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Othis: Do your best doctor.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: prepare to leave orbit

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
French:  Sir, I really don't think a dying man is a threat right now.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: btw welcome back

Cmdr French
:: <EWO> finishes his scans and slaloming around Landt ::

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::responding to cortical stimulator::

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: aye sir...

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::mumbling incoherently::

Cmdr French
Landt : Him ... maybe not ... but he could have anything concealed that could be a menace to the ship ....

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::contiues working on Jaxom...but there is not much she is able to do::

Lt. McDowell
::walks back to the Engineering station, and continues to scan the device::

Cmdr French
:: Checks Recording levels and tune the recording on Jaxom's voice print ::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: prepare to go to warp once the med team is safely ont heplanter

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}French:  Cdr. you and an investigative team are ordered to the surface to investigate the explosion...are you healthy enough for the task?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::puts Jaxom in a medical gown and gives cmdr. french his clothes::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Aye, Captain, I'm as ready as ever.


Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::feeling unclothed::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Thanks Captain, and welcome back yourself.

Ltjg Ber
<Computer> Ber: picking up several anomilies, list or continue?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::initializes warp drive for departure::

Cmdr French
{#} Dresden : Yes Sir ... departing with 2 sec team and a technical retrieval team from TR3 in 5 mn.

Ltjg Ber
Computer: continue we'll check later

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::continues the work::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}French: very good, Cmdr.

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::lying on biobed looking pathetic in Federation sickbay gown::

Ltjg Ber
Computer: list on my screen as you go, please

Captain Lewis
Tucker; we have orders to depart to the RNZ ...

Lt. McDowell
::reads over scan reports which say nothing, except for vauge hints of Dominion parts::

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: Sir, the investigative team is dispatched.  

Ens Heinlein
:::notes with interest the time the computer scan is taking of the system ::

Cmdr French
:: <EWO>'s report that Jaxom's clean , French, the <EWO> and his team heads for the TR ::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Ship ready when you are, Skipper.

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Good Work, we'll check in with them later.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::cleans the blood off of the Ambassador and lets him rest.  there is no more she can do::

Ltjg Ber
heinlein: this will take a while, level 5 dia take about an hour or two

Captain Lewis
::nods to mitchell and awaits dresdans all clear::

Cmdr French
:: Reaches TR3 and stesp onto the pads with the Sec detch and the TR team ::

Ens Heinlein
Ber : I know but this seems to be going slower then usual

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: By the Way, welcome aboard sir...it's a sincere pleasure to be working with you.  ::smiles and holds out hand to shake::

Ltjg Ber
Heinlein: If you have any questions about what your seeing, just ask

Cmdr French
{#} Dresden : Beaming out Sir ....

Rom. Amb. Jaxom
::ranting in Romulanese::

Lt. McDowell
::shakes head, and continues to squint at the tiny print of nothing but numbers and a here-and-there letter::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares for warping out of orbit::

Cmdr French
Tech : Energize .

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: ..and the AT is on it's way...

Ltjg Ber
::takes final scan of planet::

Cmdr French
{transporter}

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden:  Thank you Commander, the honor is mutual ::returns shake::

Ens Heinlein
Ber : I only really dable in machine code

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  Engage !

Cmdr French
@:: The Sec and Tech teams materialize on the devasted zone ::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{warp}

Ltjg Ber
heinlein: you can transpose this, here, panel 5 36b

AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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